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Abstract 

In this paper, we summary about the different research papers that applicable to our topic of Research which mentioned above. 

Image Super Resolution is a most important subject of research in the area of Image Processing. The "super resolution image" 

refers as technique to produce the high resolution of image from single or multiple low resolution images. The basically idea for 

Super-Resolution (SR) is that the fusion of a sequence of low-resolution (LR) which are noisy and blurred images that create a 

higher resolution (HR) image. For super resolution which is process of restoring and de noising of image. Types of resolution 

methods have been used so far can be divided into three groups as frequency-domain methods, spatial domain methods and 

techniques can be classified as the wavelet domain.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The techniques to construct high-resolution (HR) images from one or several observed low-resolution (LR) images is called as 

Super-resolution (SR), by removing the degradations due to the imaging process of the low resolution camera and increasing the 

high frequency components present in low resolution image. The basic idea of SR is to generate a high-resolution (HR) image 

combine the non-redundant information available in multiple low resolution (LR) images. And another closely related technique 

of SR is the single image interpolation approach, by which the image size can also be increased. However, in single image 

interpolation approach since there is no additional information is available, the quality of this approach is very much limited 

because of the lost frequency components cannot be recovered and the ill-posed nature of the image. In many applications 

require for zoom the specific area in the image for interest where in high resolution essential. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In review paper [1], authors Sapan Naik, Nikunj Patel have shown that in wavelet and spatial domain with effective PSRN ratio 

and visual quality. Also give faster algorithm for super resolution.   

In review paper [2], authors Sapan Naik and Viral Borisagar, have reached to conclusion that method use have advantage Easy 

to implement And require less Memory the existing method for super resolution. & Interpolation method that we have taken is 

also gives good result as it works on edges as well. 

In review paper [3], authors Mathew .K.and Dr. S. Shibu have shown that PSNR is high & it is used to measure quality 

measure. A technique for Reconstruction of super resolution image using low resolution natural colour image has been 

developed. 

In review paper [4], authors Deepa K Davis and Rajesh Cherian Roy show that our method has got high PSNR compared to 

Curvelet Transform based super resolution. Also, it is verified that there is no need of filter to avoid interpolation errors. This 

method has the advantages of higher PSNR without using any filter, as compared to the existing methods of super resolution. 

However, the computational burden has increased. 

In review paper [5], K. J. Kothari, Dr. D. D. Vyas, Dr. D. R. Bhojani show that the quantitative and visual results are showing 

the superiority of the proposed technique over the conventional and state-of-art image resolution enhancement techniques. The 

computational complexity can be improved by parallel implementation to increase response time. Finally conclude that this 

technique can be extended to super resolution of colour videos. 

In review paper [6], Mrs. Preet Kaur, Geetu lalit show that image compression is a method through which we can reduce the 

storage space of images, videos which will helpful to increase storage and transmission process’s performance. In image 

compression, we do not only concentrate on reducing size but also concentrate on doing it without losing quality and information 

of image. 

In review paper [7], Michael Elad and Arie Feuer conclude that in the super resolution restoration problem, an improved 

resolution image is restored from several geometrically warped, blurred, and noisy and down sampled measured images. Hybrid 

method is used for increase the speed. In this context, the ML, the MAP, and the POCS methods are all shown to be directly and 

simply applicable to super resolution restoration with equivalencies between these methods. 

In review paper [8], Hasan Demirel and Gholamreza Anbarjafari say that an image resolution enhancement technique based on 

interpolation of the high frequency subband images obtained by discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and the input image. The 
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edges are enhanced by introducing an intermediate stage by using stationary wavelet transform (SWT).This method improves 

that generate IDWT. 

In review paper [9], Neeraj Kumar Atul Kumar conclude that Peak signal to Noise ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error 

(MSE) are the two factors for measuring the quality of different denoising techniques. Main objective of the denoising 

algorithms is to remove noise while retaining as much as possible the important image features. 

In review paper [10], Mr. G.M. Khaire, Prof. R.P.Shelkikar says that method involves calculation of DWT sub bands. High 

frequency sub bands are interpolated to double their size. DWT loses some information in the process of interpolation; it is 

corrected with the help of SWT. IDWT with original image and high frequency components give super resolution image.  

Table – 1 

below for parameter analysis of different methods. 

No. Title of the Paper Method Advantage Disadvantage Probable improve 
Result 

Parameter 

1 

Single Image Super 

Resolution In Spatial and 

Wavelet Domain 

SPATIAL 

&WAVELET 

Computation time is 

fast. 

It use in Wavelet as 

well as Spatial 

domain. 

PSNR ratio and 

visual quality 

average 

Visual quality 

increased. 
PSNR 

2 

A Novel Super resolution 

algorithm using Interpolation 

& LWT based Denoising 

Method 

Interpolation 

& LWT 

Easy to implement 

Fast, require less 

memory 

Complexity Improve image quality PSNR 

3 

Wavelet Based Technique for 

Super resolution image 

reconstruction 

Wavelet 

To avoid Smoothing 

& Removal high 

frequency 

component, 

Develop Natural 

colour image 

Blurring Quality Measure PSNR 

4 
Hybrid Super resolution 

using SWT & CT 
SWT & CT 

Higher  PSNR 

without using any 

Filter, 

Increase 

Computation time 
To Fast process PSNR 

5 

Super-Resolution Technique 

a Novel Approach using 

Wavelet Transform 

AND Spare Representation 

SWT & LWT 
Quantitative and 

visual results 

Computational 

complexity 

Implementation to 

increase response time 

& Extend Colour 

Video 

PSNR,RMSE 

6 

Comparative Analysis of 

DCT,DWT & LWT for Image 

compression 

DCT,DWT & 

LWT 

Reduce storage 

space, 

removal of 

redundancy, 

Improve PSNR 

Reduce 

Computational time 

Video  increase 

storage, increase 

mechanism 

speed 

PSNR,SNR, 

MSE,ET 

7 

Restoration of a Single Super 

resolution Image from 

Several Blurred, Noisy, and 

Under sampled Measured 

Images 

Hybrid 
The method is 

simple to implement 

Optimization, More 

complicated, 

Speed is low 

Increase speed PSNR 

 

8 

IMAGE Resolution 

Enhancement by Using 

Discrete and Stationary 

Wavelet Decomposition 

DWT &SWT 

It Provide 

Quantitative & 

Qualitive 

and visual results 

Minimize loss Generate  IDWT PSNR 

9 

Image Denoising Techniques 

in Spatial Domain and 

Wavelet Domain 

Spatial & 

Wavelet 

Reduce noise, 

Smoothness 

 

Blurring at the edge 

Improving 

the value of PSNR and 

get a more 

comfortable. 

PSNR , MSE 

10 

Resolution Enhancement of 

images with 

Interpolation and DWT-SWT 

Wavelet Domain 

Components 

SWT & DWT 

Low complexity of 

computations, easy 

performance 

Interpolation Loss 

of High Frequency 

Component, 

 

Use IDWT& Increase 

Quality 
PSNR 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this Review paper, I have the mentioned the basic concepts for super resolution of image. My future work is to apply new or 

revised some method for batter result in super resolution image. Recently there are many method and technique providing image 

super resolution. Therefore, my future work is based on wavelet domain and will be conducted and comparison will be done to 

see which algorithm work better resolution of image. 
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